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A risker landscape
demands a trusted system.
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The Situation Today:

The Golden Age
of Fraud.

• Reduced margins.
• Shrinking arbitrage opportunities.
• Increasing credit exposure.
• Highly leveraged.
• Race for liquidity through financing by
any means has created a riskier
environment.
• Losses can be hidden behind frauds
which creates a domino effect.
• The end of a cycle: banks will most
probably review & adapt their business
models.
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Documents don’t operate
like we need them to.
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The Situation Today:

In This Environment
You Are Blind

• Participants are unaware if cargoes are
pledged, invoices settled or goods already
financed.
• B/Ls, warehouse receipts & other trade
documents are exceedingly easy to fraudulently
create.
• In most cases, the industry is fooled by long and
excellent track records.
• Many institutions do not take precautions in
checking documents or cargoes to the level of
detail they need to.
• Massive investment in compliance has come at
the cost of adequate operational risk
management tools.
• Are you ready to absorb another wave of costs
resulting from increased risk?
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Authenticated
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Keep Track of Document Trails

Bring Visibility to
Trade Documents.

Financed by: ING
24 Jul 2020 - 12:36PM

Trakk is a tool to manage operational risk by helping
raise alerts & detect potential fraud as early as possible.
Trakk allows users to stamp, trace & authenticate digital
documents. Any action registered on a document is linked
to both the company and the individual authorized to
perform the action.
By stamping, users can sign specific activities on a document
such as ‘certify’, ‘finance’ or ‘pay’. This process builds a unique
& immutable audit trail behind digital documents.

Received by:
Mercuria Energy Trading SA
24 Jul 2020 - 12:32PM

Registered by:
Gunvor Singapore PTE LTD
24 Jul 2020 - 12:25PM
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Introducing Trakk

Build unique documentary audit trails
to guard against fraud and falsification.
Launch Demo
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How Does Trakk Work?

Register a Document.

Sign Activities.

Add documents to the Komgo ledger
with a unique digital fingerprint and
physical timestamp.

Add recognized electronic signatures linked
to specific activities. Multiple signatures can
be added to create a clear trail of activities.

View the Audit Trail.

Trakk Authenticated.

Anyone in possession of the document can
query the status online or via plugin for email.
The status of the audit trail is always up to date,
new activities signed are visible in real-time.

Komgo's verified network ensures the validity
and accuracy of both the signatures and the
content of the document once registered.
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What
Makes Unique?
Key Features

Register
Register a digital document (.pdf):
hash and stamp on the Komgo ledger
to create a unique digital fingerprint.

01 /

02 /

Registered documents are
timestamped which adds
a physical banner confirming
the identity (organization)
and date of registration.

Manage library of registered
documents and view
documents ‘shared with me’.
Keep Track of Document Trails.

Registered by: Gunvor Singapore Pte Ltd at Jul 2020 22:10pm TrakkID: XXXXXXXXXXXX
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What
Makes Unique?
Key Features

Sign
Add an official electronic signature linked to a
specific activity, onto registered documents.

01 /

02 /

Only users authorized by
their organizations can sign
activities to a document.

Documents can be signed
by multiple parties to create
a unique trail of activities
which is difficult to fake.

03 /
The status of the audit trail
is always up to date new activities signed on
a document are visible
in real-time.

04 /
Add integrity to documents
by ensuring that what you
see is what I signed.
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What
Makes Unique?
Key Features

Send
Share documents on-Komgo with multiple
parties at once, using authenticated and
encrypted messaging.

01 /

02 /

Or download timestamped
documents to share with anyone
via email or other means.

Registered documents
are stored in a private
environment and shared
on a bilateral or unilateral
basis only. Komgo does not
store, collect or analyze
the content of documents,
and only the hash of the
document is visible on-chain.
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What
Makes Unique?
Key Features

Verify
Verify the status of a registered document,
and view the trail of activities signed on it.

01 /

02 /

Komgo’s trusted network
ensures that only authorized
(and verified) actors can register,
sign or share documents.

The timestamp and audit
trail created by unique
combinations of activities
help to prevent instances
of document falsification
and fraud.

03 /
Easily verify the status of
documents via email plugin
(MS Outlook). Send off-platform
or to non-Komgo members
for verification via web app.
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Increase Security
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What
Makes
Unique?
Improved
Workflow

Before:
Are you Sure?
Supply:
Have the goods I financed
been paid for?
Floating:
Am I the only one financing
that B/L? Is this B/L
covering real goods?
Inventory:
Am I the only one financing
that stock? Is the quantity
as expected?

Receivables:
Is the end buyer aware of
my financial interest?
Is the invoice genuine?
Am I the only one financing
this receivable?

Now:
Authenticated by Trakk
Warehouse -

'Sign'

Trader -

'Acknowledge'

Insurance -

'Confirm Insurance'

Inspector -

'Sign'

Customs -

'Sign'

Port Authorities -

'Discharge'

Bank -

'Pay', 'Finance'
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Improved Workflow

Warehouse
‘Sign’

Insurance

‘Confirm Insurance’

HOLDING
CERTIFICATE

Trader

Inspectors
‘Certify’

Insurance

‘Confirm Insurance’

INVOICE

Bank
‘Finance’

Buyer
Acknowledge’
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Instantly upgrade your
operational risk management
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Lorem Ipsum
Benefits

How can Trakk help you?

Add status to trade
documents.

Knowing who’s signed a document is more
valuable than the document itself. Instantly
upgrade your operational risk management by
bringing additional protection and comfort to
your trade finance operations.

Build an Ecosystem
of Trust

Any action registered on a document is linked
to both a verified company, and an individual.
Only authorized representatives can sign documents.

Mitigate Fraud

Raise alerts and notify all parties of discrepancies
with a document. Any change to the substance or
tampering will generate a negative query result.
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Lorem Ipsum
Benefits

How can Trakk help you?

Easy Change
Management

Plugin for Microsoft Outlook allows users to register,
sign and authenticate documents directly in their
email clients.

Trace Every Step

Create unique digital documents based on a
defined trail of activities with verified counterparties,
to guard against fraud and fake documents.

Control Your Data

Documents are stored on your own private
environment & shared on a bilateral basis only.
Only the hash of the document is registered on chain.
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Pricing

Free

Basic

Full Member

(Authenticate Only)

(Sign Activities and Authenticate)

(Register, Sign Activities and Authenticate)

Authenticate a document
via a dedicated web page
or Outlook plugin.

Sign activities and
authenticate via the
Komgo web-app
or Outlook plugin.

Register a document,
sign activities and
authenticate via the
Komgo web-app or
Outlook plugin.
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What
Makes Unique?
Sign-up

Ready for Change?
Together we can build a trusted and more
secure financing environment.
Komgo is uniquely positioned through our ecosystem of
leading banks and commodity traders in production.
Commodities is in our DNA: from our shareholders, to our
board and throughout the team we rely on individuals with
extensive banking and trading experience.
Download and try it now.

'Coming together is a beginning. Keeping
together is progress. Working together is
success'.
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For more information:
sales@komgo.io
www.komgo.io/trakk

